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1. Sustainability and reflexive 
governance: introduction 
Jan-Peter Voß and Rene Kemp 
INTRODUCTION 
Disappointment abounds in public discourse about sustainability. Many 
say that the outcome of sustainability strategies has been raeagre compared 
to the outpouring of rhetoric regarding the concept towards the end of the 
last Century. The long-standing definition of the Brundtland Commission -
'development that meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs' - is accepted 
everywhere as a general normative orientation (WCED 1987), as is the 
criterion for a good society of equal consideration for ecological, economic 
and social development goals (UNCED 1992, Ch. 8). But when it comes to 
practical implementation, the concept seems to dissolve into rhetoric that 
masks familiar conflicts over concepts, goals and instruments that for 
decades have dominated societal action in problem areas such as energy, 
transport, agriculture and housing. 
A widespread attitude is that the concept of sustainability adds nothing 
new for the treatment of practical problems. It is said that the concept 
waters down the new parameter of political decision making introduced by 
the concept of ecological carrying capacity (see Matthes 2002). The organ-
isational and technological arrangements of modern society are said to be 
reproduced with all their ambivalences under the banner of sustainability 
(Conrad 1997). The vague label diffuses concrete challenges and presents a 
veil behind which particular interest groups can evade responsibilities and 
commitments that they had previously been urged into through public pres-
sure and political struggle. For many, sustainability appears at best an 
empty phrase and at worst a Trojan horse for the redefinition of the public 
interest by a powerful few. 
This book takes a different Standpoint. It argues that the multi-
dimensional and dynamic concept of sustainability (Rammel et al. 2003) 
has fundamental implications for the governance of modern society. 
The systemic and long-term nature of social, economic and ecological 
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development brings complexity and uncertainty to the fore as key issues for 
sustainability. Sustainability cannot be translated into a blueprint or a 
defined end State from which criteria can be derived and unambiguous deci-
sions taken to get there. Instead, it should be understood as a specific kind 
of problem framing that emphasises the interconnectedness of different 
Problems and scales, as well as the long-term and indirect effects of actions 
that result from it. Societal discourse on sustainability has highlighted the 
ambiguity of social goals, uncertainty about cause and effect relations 
and the feedback that occurs between steering activities and social, tech-
nological and ecological development. Sustainability calls for new forms of 
problem handling. These differ from the forms that are adequate for delim-
itable, decomposable problems that can be managed in a linear way. The 
concept of sustainability has brought with it recognition of the limits of 
rigid analysis and the inadequacy of policy approaches that aim at plan-
ning and achieving predetermined outcomes. 
From this perspective, sustainable development is more about the Organ-
isation of processes than about particular outcomes. It is about the modes 
of problem treatment and the types of strategies that are applied to search 
for solutions and bring about more robust paths of social and technological 
development. We set out to explore these new modes of societal problem 
treatment under the heading of 'reflexive governance'. 
REFLEXIVE GOVERNANCE 
Reflexive governance refers to the problem of shaping societal develop-
ment in the light of the reflexivity of steering strategies - the phenomenon 
that thinking and acting with respect to an object of steering also affects 
the subject and its ability to steer. Examples of such reflexivity include 
research policies bringing up new knowledge that shifts policy objectives, 
or subsidies increasing the lobbying power of supported industries and 
thereby changing political force fields. Reflexive governance thus implies 
that one calls into question the foundations of governance itself, that is, the 
concepts, practices and institutions by which societal development is gov-
erned, and that one envisions alternatives and reinvents and shapes those 
foundations. 
As suggested by Beck's notion of reflexive modernisation (Beck 1994; 
Beck et al. 2003), the reflexivity of governance also includes the possibility 
that certain governance patterns undermine themselves by inducing changes 
in the world that then affect their own working. Rationalist problem solving 
(being central to modernity and past and present governance) undergoes 
change to deal with problems overlooked in past problem solving. It is 
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easy to understand why this is so. Rationalist problem solving depends on 
both the analysis of system dynamics to predict the effects of alternative 
options and the precise definition of goals and assessment of options to 
determine which is the best to be implemented through powerful interven-
tions and sophisticated control systems. This kind of problem solving seeks 
to eliminate uncertainty, ambivalence and interference from uncontrolled 
influences. Using this approach, it was possible to achieve tremendous 
technological developments, sophisticated patterns of social regulation 
and high economic efficiency of production. The trick is simple: to decide 
and act rationally, one needs to isolate discrete dimensions of complex 
reality, that is, to select relevant elements, express cause and effect in 
linear form, establish the priority of goals and assign responsibilities. This 
pattern of productive reduction of complexity orchestrates modern science, 
technology development, bureaucratic Organisation, project management, 
policy making and broader patterns of social Organisation such as the 
differentiation of functional subsystems for economics, law, science, polit-
ics and so on (see Luhmann 1990; Schimank 1996; Mayntz 1999). This 
problem-solving approach yields tremendous power because it constructs a 
multitude of specialised perspectives, enabling more precise targeting of 
purposes, concentration of action capacities and control over processes 
within the system boundaries thus defined (Schimank 1988). At the same 
time, however, this kind of problem solving leads relentlessly to unintended 
consequences (Dörner 1989; Bohret 1990). The more problem solving is 
disengaged from the füll, messy, intermingled natural reality and oriented 
towards the worlds of specialists, the larger is the share of interdependencies 
and dimensions of embeddedness ignored in the development and imple-
mentation of supposed solutions. The more evasive such problem solving is, 
the more effective it becomes with respect to particular instrumental pur-
poses and the strenger the impacts of unintended consequences become. 
These impacts are perceived either as 'externalities', from the perspective 
of other specialised problem orientations or, from the problem solver's own 
perspective, as 'side-eflfects' or 'repercussions'. Examples include interfer-
ence between different policy or corporate departments - such as transport 
and environment or R&D and marketing - as well as traffic congestion, 
technological risks, environmental problems and individualisation as 
results of industrialisation. These unintended consequences cause new, 
often more severe problems that are more difhcult to handle because they 
require setting aside specialised problem solving. These can be called 
second-order problems (Jahn and Wehling 1998). Sustainability is one, if 
not the main second-order problem of modernist problem solving. Second-
order problems work successively to disrupt the structure of modernist 
problem solving because to grasp them - to reconstruct them cognitively, to 
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assess them and to get competences together to act on them - they require 
putting aside the isolation of instrumental specialisation, widening Alters 
of relevance, trading off values and engaging in interaction with other spe-
cialists. In short, these problems require transgressing the cognitive, evalu-
ative and institutional boundaries, which, paradoxically, undermines the 
modernist problem-solving approach. Problem solving becomes paradox-
ical in that it is oriented towards constriction and selection to reduce com-
plexity but is forced into expansion and amalgamation to contend with the 
problems it generates (see Beck 1993). This is what we call the constellation 
of reflexive problem handling or, on the societal level, reflexive governance. 
Reflexivity has two different but related meanings here that are often 
confused in accounts of reflexive modernisation. The first meaning of 
reflexivity refers to how modernity deals with its own implications and side 
effects, the mechanism by which modern societies grow in cycles of produc-
ing problems and solutions to these problems that produce new problems. 
The reality of modern society is thus a result of self-confrontation. This can 
be called first-order reflexivity. The second meaning of reflexive moderni-
sation refers to the cognitive reconstruction of this cycle in which problem 
solving through instrumental rationality generates new problems. The 
impacts of technology, scientific knowledge production and the legitimacy 
and effectiveness of democracy are examples of problem areas where 
such reflection has brought up critical reassessments of rational problem-
solving methods and led to the development of alternative methods and 
processes of problem handling that are more open, experimental and learn-
ing oriented. Often these approaches aim to fester interaction between 
different perspectives and actively explore the uncertainties, ambivalences 
and control problems articulated in such a confrontation of rationalities. 
Constructive technology assessment, deliberative policy making and trans-
disciplinary research are alternative concepts to rational problem solving 
that all underlie concrete practices. New problem-handling paradigms and 
institutional arrangements based on critical assessments of modern 
problem solving and its reflexivity have themselves become characteristic 
features of reflexive modernisation. But these phenomena are reflexive in a 
different way from that of the self-confrontation of modernisation with its 
own side-effects. They represent a second-order reflexivity that entails the 
application of modern rational analysis not only to the self-induced prob-
lems, but also to its own working, conditions and effects. In this way, second-
order reflexivity interrupts the automatism of executing problem-solving 
routines. It transcends particular rationalities, and breaks the vicious circle 
of first-order reflexivity. Reflexive modernisation, or reflexive governance, 
comprises both the condition of being shaped through its own side-effects 
and the transcendence of this cyclic pattern through reflection of the 
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modern understanding of rationality itself. It is shaped by the interplay of 
first-order and second-order reflexivity. This book focuses mainly on 
second-order reflexivity and particularly on the emergence of an additional 
level of integrative, unrestrained and open-ended 'second-order' govern-
ance that reflects, Orients and supervises diverse specialised problem-solving 
processes. In this way, the powers of specialisation and integration can 
check and balance each other. The benefits of rational problem solving 
can be exploited while the fact that problem solving is embedded in 
more complex contexts and their dynamics is accepted as a constraint. 
Such second-order governance, however, can no longer be called problem 
solving. Only unambiguous and confined problems can be 'solved' in a 
deliberative manner. Second-order governance consists of a procedural 
approach towards reflecting the interdependencies, understanding aggre-
gate effects of specialised concepts and strategies, and engaging in the 
modulation of ongoing societal developments by establishing links and 
organising problem-oriented communication and interaction among dis-
tributed steering activities (for related ideas about steering see for example 
Rip 1998; Beck 1993; Dobuzinskis 1992). 
Various reflexive governance approaches can be identified that confront 
the challenge of shaping sustainable development by reflecting the complex 
interactions underlying problematic development. By initiating procedures 
through which problem perceptions, assessment criteria and action strat-
egies of different actors can be exposed to each other, actors can begin 
mutually to adapt their perceptions, criteria and strategies before such 
adaptation is imposed in a much more costly way as a consequence of the 
external effects of specialised problem-solving processes. 
Such governance approaches often focus on specific dimensions of 
problem handling such as analysis, goal definition, assessment or strategy 
implementation. Constructive technology assessment, foresight exercises, 
transdisciplinary research, participatory decision making and cooperative 
policy making are examples of those approaches. Others, such as transi-
tion management and adaptive management, are more comprehensive. 
However, they all share a general understanding, which is related to the 
concept of reflexivity as outlined above. By creating interaction between 
various rationalities, they take account of the complexity of interlinked 
social, technological and ecological development, the fundamental uncer-
tainty with respect to system dynamics, the ambiguity of sustainability cri-
teria and assessment and the contingency of the effects of human action in 
the context of long-term system change. Reflexive governance modes are 
therefore geared towards continued learning in the course of modulating 
ongoing developments, rather than towards complete knowledge and 
maximisation of control. 
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Practical instances of reflexive governance can be found in different parts 
of society- in general ways of producing knowledge and making policy and 
in production-consumption systems such as energy and agriculture. They 
can also be found at different levels of problem treatment - from the man-
agement of an individual Organisation to networks and sectors and up to the 
global level. Governance practices within these different contexts follow 
particular streams of historical development and' are usually discussed 
within the framework of professional concepts and language. Similarities 
are therefore not easily recognised. One concern of this book is to develop a 
perspective in which the similarities and linkages between these approaches 
become visible. This will help us to take stock of governance innovations in 
various practice areas that reflexively deal with the complexity and ambiva-
lence inherent in sustainable development, to compare the conditions and 
historical paths from which they have emerged and to enable mutual learn-
ing in terms of concepts and practical experience. Finally, an integrated 
review of reflexive governance innovations helps to shift the debate about 
the usefulness of the concept of sustainability from immediate outcomes to 
more hidden process innovations and ways of structuring and handling 
problems. Even if their effects are of a more diffuse and long-term nature, 
they should not be overlooked in assessing what has come out of the sus-
tainability concept and in discussing strategies to develop its potential. 
To establish a common frame of reference for diverse kinds of gover-
nance innovation for sustainability, we elaborate some Strategie corner-
stones of the concept of reflexive governance. We do this by first defining a 
broad notion of governance as the patterns of processes by which society 
handles its problems and shapes its own transformation. We then discuss 
the specific problems of governance for sustainable development along 
the dimensions of systems analysis in the light of complexity, goal formu-
lation in the light of the ambiguity of sustainability and strategy imple-
mentation in the light of distributed control. In the course of this 
discussion, we derive cornerstone strategies that help to identify adequate 
ways of handling governance problems of sustainable development. A 
compilation of these strategies represents a practically-oriented framework 
of reflexive governance that can serve as a common reference for the diverse 
conceptual aspects and practical instances discussed in the remaining chap-
ters of the book. 
Governance as Problem Handling 
In this volume, we use the term 'governance' to describe the characteristic 
processes by which society defines and handles its problems. In this general 
sense, governance is about the self-steering of society. 
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Problem handling and self-steering, however, do not imply that gover-
nance is a linear process that follows a plan or is controlled by a specific 
actor or group of actors. Rather, governance is understood as the result of 
the interaction of many actors who have their own particular problems, 
define goals and follow strategies to achieve them. Governance therefore 
also involves conflicting interests and struggle for dominance. From these 
interactions, however, certain patterns emerge, including national policy 
styles, regulatory arrangements, forms of organisational management and 
the structures of sectoral networks. These patterns display the specific ways 
in which social entities are governed. They comprise processes by which 
collective problems are defined and analysed, processes by which goals and 
assessments of solutions are formulated and processes in which action 
strategies are coordinated. We use the term governance to describe the 
process of societal problem handling that comprises these three dimen-
sions. As such, governance takes place in coupled and overlapping arenas 
of interaction: in research and science, public discourse, companies, policy 
making and other venues. To understand how specific patterns of social 
change come about or to assess the Performance of problem handling, it is 
important to take into account interdependencies across various arenas of 
governance. 
System Analysis and Complexity 
A principal feature of the problems confronting sustainable development 
is that the systemic interconnections to which these problems refer are enor-
mously complex. With the exception of quite narrowly defined disciplinary 
or professional situations, the problems of sustainable development cannot 
be grasped by means of simple models. Sustainable development focuses 
the long-term dynamics of particular forms of social Organisation within a 
global context. Even single companies or local communities consist of a 
large number of very different elements of a social, technological or eco-
logical nature. They contain subsystems or are themselves differentiated at 
various levels of Organisation. The unfolding of processes within these 
structures - even more so the change of the structural configuration itself -
is thus not sufficiently grasped by models that have only a few independent 
and dependent variables and assume clearly-defined, linear relationships of 
cause and effect. The understanding, explanation and analysis of the 
problem of sustainable development thus becomes a problem in itself. 
With sustainability problems it is difiicult to isolate a unique cause or to 
predict the effects, both desired and undesired, of a particular intervention 
(Funtowicz et al. 1998). Three specific features associated with the com-
plexity of sustainable development problems are discussed in the next three 
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sections: first, the heterogeneity of elements, which precludes relying on 
disciplinary expert knowledge; second, the impossibility of predicting 
system developments and the effects of interventions, which makes errors 
unavoidable; and third, the irreversibility of social development, which 
embeds a strong path dependency in decision making. 
Heterogeneous interactions 
The understanding of long-term transformations in socio-ecological 
systems such as, for example, energy production and use, transport or agri-
culture requires knowledge about the very heterogeneous elements of these 
systems. Such elements include technological artefacts and networks, 
chemical substances in soil, water and the atmosphere, the Organisation of 
firms and markets, political institutions, scientific theories and cultural 
values and attitudes. Knowledge is needed about the processes in which 
they each change and about how they relate and interact with each other. 
Conventional disciplinary science does not deliver this kind of knowledge 
about the 'interlinked and complex nature of reality' (Gallopin et al. 2001: 
228). Instead, it concentrates on a very specific selection of elements and 
interactions - analytical 'slices' of reality. In real world entanglements, 
however, there is no clear boundary between these categories and the net-
works of cause and effect that cut across them. Each specialised perspec-
tive defines the systemic embedding of the particular analytical abstraction 
with which it is concerned as non-existent. In specific cases, this may be 
methodologically justifiable because linkages have been found to be 
insignificant. Parts of reality can sometimes be viewed in isolation without 
losing important aspects. In most cases, however, especially in the area of 
sustainability problems, linkages extend well beyond the scope of the prob-
lems as they are defined by disciplines and the cognitive models that are 
used to understand them. 
The knowledge restrictions of specialised perspectives relate not only to 
scientific disciplines but also to the scientific method of knowledge pro-
duction in general. The füll set of factors and interactions that are relevant 
in real world problem settings cannot be handled through systematic mod-
elling alone. More synthetic kinds of knowledge, gained from practical 
experience, are an important complementary source. Knowledge produc-
tion for sustainable development cannot therefore rely only on scientific 
knowledge produced within the institutions and along the methodological 
guide rails of formal science. It also needs to integrate the tacit knowledge 
of societal actors. This tacit knowledge often cannot be subjected to con-
ventional methods of scientific inquiry. It can only be generated in inter-
active settings in which knowledge is co-produced by scientists and actors 
from respective fields of societal practice. But also with respect to practice, 
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it is important to integrate a diversity of perspectives because professional 
roles also entail selective perspectives. 
Considering the heterogeneity of the elements that play a part in sus-
tainable development, effective problem treatment calls for the use of 
methods of integrated knowledge production that transcend the bound-
aries between disciplines and between science and society. Practical and 
conceptual steps in this direction have been taken under the heading of 
transdisciplinary knowledge production (Nowotny et al. 2001; Hirsch 
Hadorn 2003; Bechmann and Frederichs 1996; Thompson Klein et al. 
2001; Bergmann 2003). 
Uncertainty 
The interdependence of social, technological and ecological elements 
makes system transformation a complex and uncertain process. The overall 
process, its factors and drivers, cannot be analysed by linear models of 
cause and effect because feedback is pervasive. If the process of sustainable 
transformation - for example, of electricity provision or agriculture - is 
further understood as a process that takes place within a multi-level struc-
ture of nested subsystems at the local, regional and global level, the inter-
action on each level adds to the overall complexity. The result is that 
socio-ecological transformation cannot be predicted. Unpredictable inter-
actions may give rise to self-stimulating processes like self-organisation, or 
to destructive resonance. Examples of such contingencies include topics in 
public discourse, social movements, BSE, Strategie action under regulation 
and stock market crashes. Thresholds for catastrophic change cannot be 
defined by a single parameter but rather are driven by a confluence of many 
factors, not all of which can be sufficiently ascertained to determine corri-
dors of safe levels of activity. Examples of this kind of difficulty include 
ecological pressure that causes a breakdown of ecosystem resilience, social 
injustice that causes upheaval or tax increases that lead to an economic 
depression. This is a fundamental constraint because of the impossibility 
of measuring all incremental factors that are relevant, especially the human 
factor. Non-linear system dynamics may give precisely those apparently 
minor factors a significant voice in where the system will go, as in the 
'butterfly effect' (Gleick 1998; Byrne 1998). Here an apparently small effect 
tips the balance (examples can be found in Gladwell 2000). 
This is why it is not possible to rely on simple models of the causes under-
lying sustainability problems. Even if complexity is excluded from cogni-
tive models, the world still remains as complex as ever and the connections 
that are ignored will still be effective (Dörner 1989). Inadequate problem 
constructions thus return in the form of unexpected consequences when 
strategies are implemented in the real world (Bohret 1990). This means that 
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for processes of socio-ecological transformation, we face fundamental 
uncertainty about the effects of policy interventions or management deci-
sions (see Dobuzinskis 1992; Stacey 1996). 
The only way 'out ' of this dilemma is to remain within it - but to do so 
consciously: to accept that there will always be a high degree of ignorance 
and uncertainty connected to societal action within socio-ecological 
systems. Unintended consequences will persist because no comprehensive 
and exact model for the prediction of socio-ecological dynamics is possi-
ble. With a growing impact through the scale and depth of human Inter-
vention, a high probability of unintended consequences needs to be 
assumed as an essential condition of problem-solving strategies. This 
would mean that ignorance and uncertainty are actively dealt with rather 
than being denied by pretending complete knowledge and the existence of 
'best solutions' (Walker et al. 2001). 
A second requirement for the adequate treatment of sustainability 
problems can therefore be stated: because of inherent uncertainty about 
long-term dynamics and systemic effects, strategies as well as cognitive, 
institutional and technological structures need to be adaptive to allow for 
error and learning. This process necessitates the capacity to respond to 
unexpected effects and developments. Strategies should feature experiment-
ation, monitoring and evaluation so that they may respond systematically 
to new experiences, altered interpretations and changed circumstances. 
Path dependency 
In addition to being unpredictable, socio-ecological developments and the 
effects of human activity within them feed into a continuous process of 
structural changes. These ongoing transformations are sometimes more 
subtle, hidden in the background of system structures, and sometimes more 
visible as in the overthrowing of established patterns. Increasingly, it is 
human activity that shapes world development - including its ecological 
dimension - even when it is not the intention to do so. The global climate 
is a prominent example. Deep-rooted changes associated with modernisa-
tion cannot be attributed to particular policies or other strategies. Instead, 
such changes are brought about as the aggregate and long-term effect of 
unsuspected daily practices in production, consumption and political regu-
lation (Rip and Kemp 1998). Metaphorically speaking, one could say that 
future socio-ecological system structures grow behind the backs of the 
actors who create them. 
In this continuous process of development, patterns emerge in which 
social values and institutions, technology and ecological systems become 
interdependent. Positive feedback may occur between developments in 
technology, corporate Organisation, regulation, consumption habits and 
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ecological factors. This response leads to a mutual stabilisation of the 
various elements within a given socio-ecological regime (compare the 
notion of regime in Kemp 1994). In addition to stabilisation, positive feed-
back can also give rise to structural dynamics that give regions or key indus-
trial sectors a 'life of their own' beyond the control of any single actor. 
Initially minor changes and marginal developments may evolve into 
massive structural configurations that then restrict the variety of directions 
open to future changes. The cognitive, institutional, technical and eco-
nomic patterns thus established become a selection environment for innov-
ations and future change. In this way, socio-ecological transformation is 
path dependent. Future developments are influenced, enabled and con-
strained by structures that have grown out of particular historical develop-
ments. Both the fossil fuel-based electricity system and the individual 
transport-based mobility system are examples of such path dependency. 
Even the renewable energy component within the electricity system can be 
seen as a regime developing according to its own path dependency. 
Path dependency imposes severe constraints on the transformations 
needed to achieve sustainability. Because certain social and technological 
functions must be maintained, revolutionary disruptions are to be avoided. 
This means that even when an extreme hazard of certain regimes become 
apparent - as is now the case with greenhouse gas emissions from fossil-fuel 
electricity generation - it takes great effort, much time and high costs to 
work against the dynamics of system development and shift it to a dilferent 
trajectory. Though some sophisticated strategies are being developed to 
counteract these rigidities and to induce and modulate system innovations 
or regime shifts systematically, the prospects for success remain uncertain. 
For some problems, long lead times of as much as 50 years may simply be 
too long to motivate change. This underscores the importance of shaping 
new technologies, social practices and institutional arrangements at an 
early stage of their development while they are still malleable. Later they 
may become stabilised through manifold interconnections within their con-
texts. It remains a dilemma that at this early stage impacts are not known 
yet and cannot always be predicted (Collingridge 1980). However, some 
alternative paths of future development and possible impacts can be antici-
pated using methods such as scenario forecasting. 
Sustainable development therefore requires careful anticipation of the 
long-term systemic effects of ongoing actions and developments and 
assessment of the resulting paths. Due to the complex dynamics of socio-
ecological transformation, development paths cannot be predicted with 
certainty. Rather, anticipation refers to an explorative evaluation of alter-
native development paths that may be spurred by the actions that are 
taken today. Such actions should take into account various possible future 
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developments. The general aim is to explore future opportunities for which 
a portfolio of options should be kept open and to avoid lock-in to trajecto-
ries that forestall the achievement of sustainable development. Such 
processes can, for example, be based on scenario construction, participa-
tory modelling or policy exercises (Godet 1987; Elzen et al. 2002). 
Goal Formulation and the Ambiguity of Sustainable Development 
Sustainable development is often referred to as a normative orientation. 
Generically, however, it refers to a functional condition - a process that can 
be sustained over time without eroding its own foundations. From this per-
spective, the concept of sustainable development is normative only to the 
extent that it implies a value decision to sustain societal development on 
earth rather than to annihilate it. It can hence be rephrased as the long-term 
viability of socio-ecological systems. On this level of abstraction, not sur-
prisingly, there is overwhelming consensus. But the crucial question is: how 
can societal development be sustained? Which kinds of practices or pro-
duction and consumption structures are needed to sustain societal devel-
opment? A prerequisite to answering this question would be to know and 
assess the füll systemic consequences of alternative practices and the steps 
that would need to be taken to get there. This would require the ability to 
produce certain knowledge about complex social and ecological systems, 
the ways in which they are coupled, the dynamics of their development and 
the factors that influence that development. Viewed in this way, sustainable 
development is a cognitive, analytical question, not an evaluative, norma-
tive one. It could therefore be argued that the definition of targets for sus-
tainability is not a matter of ethical discourse or politics, but of science. 
In spite of the functional condition at the heart of the concept of sus-
tainable development, however, other problem features, such as those elab-
orated in the paragraphs above, impede an 'objective' scientific clarification. 
The fundamental limitations to predicting socio-ecological system devel-
opment mean that there can be no certain knowledge about the dynamics 
and thresholds critical to the resilience of societal systems and ecosystems, 
such as the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere or the 
unequal distribution of wealth in societies. It may be possible to determine 
Parameters within which stable system behaviour can be expected with sat-
isfying probability. These may be used to define 'corridors of sustainabil-
ity' within which dangerous system change can be avoided by, for example, 
using indicators for emissions and living Standards. In practice, however, 
sustainability assessment almost always deals with parameter values at the 
fringe of so-called sustainability corridors. For these issues uncertainty 
is high, thus the evaluation of risk becomes decisive. Risk assessment, 
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however, is highly value- and world-view dependent. Evaluations of what 
is an acceptable risk differ greatly between actors and contexts. Several 
values come into play and may need to be traded off against each other. 
Such questions cannot be decided scientifically. 
People hold different values. This also means that if they evaluate 
options, they make different decisions. Even if everybody agreed about 
what is good and what is bad, there would be differences in how certain 
values are ranked. This is especially relevant for sustainability assessment 
since equally legitimate goals - such as social justice, the reduction of envir-
onmental risk or economic viability - can only seldom be achieved simul-
taneously and to the same extent. Sustainability problems concern many 
differentiated social contexts - such as everyday family life, technology 
development laboratories and global business - in which particular value 
structures are dominant. Value trade-offs are therefore a common charac-
teristic in the daily practice of dealing with sustainability and they 
effectively feed social disputes about what is sustainable and what is not. 
These disputes, however, can only partially be resolved scientifically, but 
also need to be addressed with social discourse or political decision. 
Taken together, this means that sustainable development necessarily 
remains a contested concept. Its substantial content - a definition of the 
structure and the parameters of socio-ecological systems that can sustain 
their development - cannot be scientifically determined as 'objective 
knowledge' but will always incorporate normative valuations that only 
become ascertained in the process of social interaction. Sustainability as an 
orientation for societal development therefore delivers ambiguous goals. It 
may not be possible to eliminate the inherent discrepancies that exist 
between different goals or to dehne a clear ranking order by way of ratio-
nal argumentation and empirical evidence. Social conflicts are inherent in 
the concept and need to be carried out with it. 
Another aspect is that sustainability goals cannot be determined once 
and for all. Because substantial notions of sustainability are built on the 
basis of uncertain knowledge and social evaluation, they must be expected 
to change over time. Knowledge about socio-ecological system dynamics 
changes with scientific progress and with it the public articulation of every-
day experiences of societal change. Moreover, value changes are endoge-
nous to the process of socio-ecological transformation. They may lose 
importance precisely because they are being followed successfully. And 
there is no way to know what the needs of future generations will be. 
Sustainability is thus an ambiguous and moving target that can only be 
ascertained and followed through processes of iterative, participatory goal 
formulation. In principle, sustainability goals and assessments cannot be 
determined permanently, but only through participatory processes that 
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need to be earried out for specific assessment situations. The broad partici-
pation of alfected societal actors in the process of goal formulation is 
necessary, because their values and respective perception of problems con-
stitutes a basic condition of sustainable social development. 
Strategy Development and Distributed Influence 
A third feature of shaping sustainable transformation is related to the 
implementation of strategies. Even if certain knowledge about socio-
ecological systems, clear goals and defined conditions for sustainability 
could be taken as given, specific difficulties with implementation must still 
be addressed. These refer to the distribution of capacities to influence the 
direction of socio-ecological transformation. Those capacities are at the dis-
posal of a broad ränge of actors. Societal development is not steered from 
a single point, but from the interaction of State actors and interest groups, 
producers and consumers, scientists and the media, just to name a few. To 
influence long-term societal change, it is necessary to coordinate the actions 
of various actors at different places along the lines of collective strategies. 
The fact that influence is dispersed is a general characteristic of govern-
ance in modern societies rather than an exclusive property of sustainabil-
ity problems. There is a growing awareness of this, which is evident in the 
shift, with regard to societal management, from government to governance 
(Kooiman 1993; Rhodes 1996). The capacity to influence societal change is 
distributed between different governance levels, for example, the nation 
State and the EU, different functional domains - such as production, con-
sumption and political regulation - and between different actors within 
these domains (Schneider and Kenis 1996; Mayntz 1998; Kohler-Koch and 
Eising 1999). Public officials are only one type of actors among several, 
although they are equipped with democratic legitimacy as a special source 
of power. Moreover, the competencies of the State are fragmented into dis-
parate bodies such as governmental departments, regulatory agencies, 
political parties and so on that often have different positions on issues con-
cerning sustainable development. These conditions have to be taken as a 
starting point for strategy formulation and implementation. Of course, 
differences among governance situations do exist with respect to the extent 
to which resources for control are dispersed and whether one actor, such 
as the head of government, or a small coalition of actors, hold sufficient 
power to make other actors follow a collective strategy. Generally, however, 
the coordination of different actors' strategies cannot be taken for granted, 
but it needs to be asserted anew for each specific problem. 
Control capacities regarding problems of sustainable development are, 
in general, particularly widely distributed because they touch upon the 
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fundamental institutional and technological structures of modern society. 
Structural innovations are highly contingent upon a multitude of factors in 
the hands of many different actors - more so than governance processes 
that take place within established structural frameworks. 
There are no established, overarching competencies and procedures for 
shaping structural, 'governance of governance' change. Transformation 
thus appears to happen uncontrolled as a result of daily interactions between 
consumers, producers, policy makers, researchers, journalists and various 
other actors. Actors involved in shaping socio-ecological transformation 
follow their own vital interests, partly in Cooperation and partly in conflict. 
And they each have power over specific resources to enforce their strategies. 
Transformation, ultimately, results from the intended and unintended effects 
of these fuzzy interactions. In contrast to 'normal' policy arenas such as 
health or energy, the governance of transformation is not institutionalised. 
This is also the case for informal policy networks in which all important 
actors work towards a collective strategy for sustainable development. 
Distributed control capacities thus have to be taken into account when 
devising strategies for sustainable development. In shaping socio-ecological 
transformation, it is necessary to coordinate heterogeneous actors. Such 
coordination cannot rely on institutionalised hierarchies, but must take 
place in networks in which the perception of problems, the interests and the 
practical knowledge of the various stakeholders become linked together in 
processes of interactive strategy development. 
STRATEGY ELEMENTS OF REFLEXIVE 
GOVERNANCE 
T h e basic p rob lems of shap ing susta inable deve lopment have been out l ined 
in the preceding pa ragraphs . F r o m tha t discussion of the resul t ing difficulties 
for system analysis, goal fo rmula t ion and s trategy implemen ta t ion , we have 
derived a n d briefly discussed pa r t i cu la r r equ i rements for strategies of 
reflexive governance. Compi l ed in to a Strategie f r a m e w o r k , those require-
m e n t s can be t aken as a reference for discussing governance innovat ions 
needed for sus ta inable deve lopment . Table 1.1 gives an overview. 
Integrated (Transdisciplinary) Knowledge Production 
Sustainability problems require integrated concepts. Since the problem 
of sustainable development is one of unintended side-effects, different 
perspectives that specialise in particular aspects of the world such as eco-
nomics, politics, culture, technology and ecology need to work together to 




System analysis Goal formulation Strategy 
implementation 
Specific Co-evolution of Uncertainty and Path-dependency Sustainability Capacities to 
problem heterogenous ignorance about of structural goals involve value influence 
features elements across transformation change, high trade-offs, are transformation 
multiple scales dynamics and effects societal impact endogenous to are distributed 
(society, of Intervention transformation among actors 
technology, 
ecology) 
Strategy Trans-disciplinary Experiments and Anticipation of Iterative participatory Interactive strategy 
requirement knowledge adaptivity of long-term goal formulation development 
production strategies and systemic effects 
institutions of measures 
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define problems and perform analysis without exclusions. This refers to 
both the involvement of different scientific disciplines and the participation 
of actors from other subsystems of society. Problem definition and analy-
sis for promoting sustainable development must be based on integrated 
knowledge produced in relation to the relevant perspectives. 
Adaptivity of Strategies and Institutions 
Because it is impossible to predict socio-ecological transformation accur-
ately and because underlying values may change, solutions to the sustain-
able development problem cannot be defined ex ante. Particular strategies, 
even if they appear to be the best Solution from the perspective of current 
problem definitions, must therefore be seen as hypotheses that are to be 
probed in practical interaction with the world. This requires that the effects 
are thoroughly monitored and that strategies, policy programmes and the 
respective institutions can be adapted according to experience and learn-
ing. Responsiveness and adaptability of social and technical structures can 
therefore serve as procedural criteria for sustainable development. 
Anticipation of the Long-term Systemic Effects of Action Strategies 
Within socio-ecological system dynamics, effects may appear detached from 
their causes. The repercussions of action strategies often occur at different 
places - in different social subsystems or in other parts of the world - and 
appear long after the triggering event took place. If system boundaries of 
space and time are drawn restrictively, problem analysis and the assessment 
of action strategies are likely to ignore important effects. Positive feedback 
dynamics that may lead to increasing self-stabilisation of undesired devel-
opment paths, or 'lock-in' are particularly important with respect to socio-
technical development (Arthur 1997; Pierson 2000). Lock-in can be avoided 
through the construction of explorative scenarios that integrate the percep-
tions and expectations of various actors. Such scenarios raise awareness of 
a ränge of interdependent factors that feed into the process of societal 
development and can highlight the structural dynamics that may be trig-
gered by seemingly minor decisions. Governance for sustainable develop-
ment should therefore pursue the systematic and interactive anticipation of 
indirect effects and long-term dynamics linked to present actions. 
Iterative Participatory Goal Formulation 
Sustainability goals cannot be defined objectively once and for all. This 
would require ascertainment of the necessary conditions for the long-term 
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viability of socio-ecological systems. Involved risk assessments and trade-
offs of values cannot be decided scientifically but only through social dis-
course or political decisions. Moreover, values may change in the course of 
transformation processes. Sustainability goals thus constitute ambiguous 
and moving targets. This needs to be taken into account in participatory 
processes for formulating sustainability goals. Goals need to be revised 
regularly to adapt to changing values and perceptions of problems in the 
course of transformation. 
Interactive Strategy Development 
Socio-ecological transformation is an outcome of social interactions. These 
interactions cut across institutionalised policy fields and functional 
domains such as production, consumption, regulation, research or the 
media. A broad ränge of heterogeneous actors is involved who follow their 
own interests and have control over specific resources of influence. 
Government and other public actors are only one type of actor among 
many, although they are equipped with political legitimacy as a special 
source of influence. To shape transformation processes, diverse actions 
have to be aligned in a collective strategy. Strategies therefore have to be 
developed in interaction with relevant stakeholders to integrate their know-
how and resources and assure support for implementation. 
REFLEXIVE GOVERNANCE IN DISCUSSION -
OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTERS 
At the beginning of this chapter, we claimed that reflexive governance pro-
vides a framework that can connect various concepts and practices of gov-
ernance for sustainable development. We also stated the hypothesis that 
many recent governance innovations, which can be described and analysed 
with respect to the framework of reflexive governance, are related to the 
discourse of sustainable development and can be considered a practical 
consequence of the concept itself. The following chapters of this volume 
present evidence for these assertions. They provide theoretical reflections 
on the concept of reflexive governance and in-depth analyses of govern-
ance processes in various applied fields of societal problem handling, from 
research management to global politics. The chapters are organised so that 
they lead from general and abstract treatment of reflexive governance to 
more concrete empirically-grounded analyses of governance practice. 
In Part One, Ulrich Beck, John Grin and Arie Rip take this introduction 
as a starting point for reflections on the concept of reflexive governance. 
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In so doing, they establish linkages between reflexive governance and other 
strands of theoretical discourse such as transnationalisation of govern-
ance, policy analysis, co-evolution and risk assessment. They also work out 
some critical aspects and articulate further conceptual questions about 
reflexive governance. 
Ulrich Beck elaborates on aspects of how reflexive modernisation affects 
the very categories in which politics is conceived and discussed. He recap-
tures the theory of second modernity with an emphasis on ambiguity, 
uncertainty and unpredictability and the resulting demands for a new logic 
of political action. Sustainable development plays a role in this context as 
it eclipses 'old shared self-evidences of politics'. Beck frames reflexive gov-
ernance as a new political theory, based on the critique of 'methodological 
nationalism' that evolves around the idea of negatively motivated processes 
of global social integration arising from the handling of risks ('global risk 
communities'). Against the background of an outline of elements of such 
a theory, he sketches the dynamics of 'rule-altering politics' linked to it and 
articulates a plea for 'cosmopolitan realism' as a guiding vision for the self-
transformation of the State under conditions of reflexive governance. 
In the next chapter, John Grin explores reflexive modernisation as a gov-
ernance issue. He elaborates on a governance approach with which reflexive 
modernisation can be promoted in practice - against existing structures of 
simple modernity that 'fight back'. His argument is based on empirical 
studies of Dutch agriculture, where he sees sustainable development as a 
form of reflexive modernisation, focusing on risks and side-effects that 
concern ecological, animal welfare and human health aspects. He proposes 
an approach where sustainable development is defined through a combin-
ation of broad principles set by the institutions of representative democ-
racy and concrete practices developed by those who are involved locally. To 
orchestrate diverse efforts at innovation, he proposes the Organisation of 
trial-and-error learning complemented by visions of attainable futures that 
can serve as a functional equivalent to institutions while existing ones 
undergo transformation. 
Arie Rip introduces a perspective on reflexive governance rooted in a 
co-evolutionary understanding of societal and technological development. 
He emphasizes de facto governance in the form of cognitive and institu-
tional patterns that are the unintended outcomes of interactions that have 
dynamics of their own. He argues that steering actors are inside and part 
of changing de facto governance patterns, not outside. For illustration, he 
refers to regime shifts in science policy. With this insight he outlines a 
'modulation' approach that embraces repair work, opening-up of learning 
spaces, macro-alignment of actors and anticipation-in-action. The latter 
core aspect is about enabling future-oriented interactions between actors 
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who constitute each other's selection environment and supporting them to 
create narratives about unintended consequences, which then shape action. 
Rip emphasises maintaining diversity - in the form of grey zones and inter-
stices within existing Orders or actors who irritate, contest or are mischie-
vous - as an important component of reflexive governance, since this is 
where the possibility for renewal lies. He concludes his chapter by reflecting 
on the possibility of strategies that take into account their own, partly 
unknown effects, which leads him to propose the articulation of ironies 
rather than strategies to guide attempts at shaping societal development. 
Part Two comprises four chapters that introduce governance concepts 
responding specifically to uncertainty, ambiguity and limited control. In 
addition to theoretical discussion and programmatic conceptualisation, 
these chapters also report on practical experience with implementation. 
They can therefore be taken as empirical instances of reflexive governance, 
showing that quite radical changes in governance are actually occurring in 
connection with sustainable development. Moreover, they represent empir-
ical examples in which the concept of reflexive governance can be probed 
and from which one can learn about the conditions of implementation in 
practice. 
Rene Kemp and Derk Loorbach introduce the concept of transition 
management, which has been adopted by Dutch policy makers to work 
towards sustainability. They Start from a discussion of the complex dynam-
ics of change and propose transition management as a reflexive approach 
to organising the evolutionary processes that give rise to those dynamics. 
The approach relies on a model that views transitions as a multi-level 
system change based on interaction between innovations and on a two-
pronged strategy that combines vision-constructing exercises with learning 
through experiments. The establishment of a transition arena for change-
oriented stakeholder interaction is at the heart of practical arrangements 
for transition management. Kemp and Loorbach go on to discuss the 
concept of transition management with respect to the strategy elements of 
reflexive governance and with respect to practical transition policies in the 
Dutch energy sector. 
Jan Sendzimir, Piotr Magnuszewski, Peter Balogh and Anna Yäri elab-
orate on the approach of adaptive management and its application to the 
re-naturalisation of the Tisza River Basin in Hungary. They analyse 
flooding brought on by hydro-engineering and industrial agriculture as a 
major second-order problem for which no technical Solution has proven 
feasible. The authors propose adaptive management as a framework for 
handling re-naturalisation. This builds on the recognition of uncertainty by 
organising management as a learning cycle that includes assessing what is 
known, developing policies as hypotheses, implementing management 
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action as tests of hypotheses and monitoring and evaluating the results. 
They put special emphasis on the use of models and indicators in the 
context of reflexive governance. 
Jan-Peter Voß, Bernhard Truffer, and Kornelia Konrad introduce sus-
tainability foresight as a method for shaping socio-technical transforma-
tion and they document its application in the German Utility sector. The 
method recognises that problem-solving approaches based on prediction 
and control cannot succeed because of uncertainty about system dynam-
ics, ambiguity of sustainability assessment and fragmentation of the cap-
acity to influence structural change. Instead, the authors turn towards 
feedback between expectations and action as an entry point for shaping 
transformation. They describe a three-step procedure that combines explo-
rative scenario construction, mapping of values and modulation of innov-
ation processes as a way to employ foresight as 'self-reflecting prophecy'. 
They conclude with a discussion of practical experience and lessons for 
reflexive governance. 
Matthias Weber elaborates on an approach and methodology he terms 
adaptive foresight. He reviews recent developments in foresight method-
ology and Strategie planning and illustrates them with examples from 
several areas of technology policy. The adaptive foresight approach is char-
acterised by a sequence of steps including innovations system analysis, 
explorative scenario construction and assessment, and multiple back-
casting and portfolio analysis. A key element is the development of a port-
folio of real options, including technologies and policies, that are robust 
under evolving conditions or that can be adapted to them. Weber concludes 
with a critical discussion of unresolved questions within the framework of 
reflexive governance. 
Part Three focuses on the dimensions of knowledge production and goal 
formulation and assessment. The three chapters gathered here deal with 
distinet but complementary issues. They provide an in-depth treatment of 
the epistemological issues involved in producing knowledge and assessing 
options regarding sustainable transformation. They also scrutinise prac-
tices and methods at the research programme level and interactions at the 
project level. 
Andrew Stirling approaches the subject of reflexive governance with a 
focus on assessment problems. His chapter takes a specific definition of 
the terms 'unreflectiveness', 'reflection' and 'reflexivity' as its background. 
Unreflectiveness refers to conceptions and interventions that are restricted 
to the most obvious, instrumental attributes of an option. Reflection is when 
this narrow focus is widened to take account of the füll ränge of attributes 
and all possible consequences of an option, including unforeseen conse-
quences. Reflexivity is when attention is shifted to include also attributes of 
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the actors who do the assessment as a constitutive element of appraisal. 
These attributes may include, for example, disciplinary perspectives, insti-
tutional interests, cultural values or economic priorities. Within this frame-
work, Stirling conducts a critical discussion of conventional risk assessment 
and the uses of the precautionary principle in governance practice that leads 
him to the formulation of 'grounded perspectivism' as an understanding of 
the role of science in governance for sustainability that is both reflected 
and reflexive. He concludes with a discussion of practical strategies for 
precautionary foresight. 
Katy Whitelegg compares research programmes for sustainable develop-
ment in several European countries. She begins with a description of the 
general form of such research programmes: they combine different disci-
plines and types of knowledge, they are oriented towards the creation of 
social innovation networks and they assign to research the role of an active 
player in facilitating and defining societal change. Differentiating between 
general programme features, criteria for selecting projects and learning 
processes in project administration, she identifies elements of reflexive gov-
ernance in research policy and highlights the influence of established struc-
tures of national research systems. 
Celine Loibl moves from the programme to the project level of sustain-
ability research. Her chapter deals with interaction processes in heteroge-
neous research teams and reflexive strategies of project management. It is 
based on two monitoring studies of research programmes in Austria, 
Switzerland and Germany. She emphasises the need to deal reflexively with 
the different cognitive, cultural and institutional contexts of actors from 
different domains of academic science and practice and with the challenges 
that are imposed by the embedding of research processes in changing socie-
tal contexts. For this purpose, she proposes elements of strategy for the 
reflexive governance of transdisciplinary research processes. 
In Part Four of the book, attention shifts from knowledge production 
and assessment to issues of technology development and policy imple-
mentation. The four chapters in this section provide in-depth analyses of 
the introduction of new technologies and institutional arrangements in 
energy, water, raw material production and agriculture and assess to what 
extent they represent practical instances of reflexive governance. 
Adrian Smith investigates the processes in which radical, grassroots 
experiments with new technologies can contribute to sustainable system 
innovations. For this purpose he compares the concept of Strategie niche 
management with rather different niche-based concepts articulated by the 
Alternative Technology Movement in the 1970s. This leads him to empha-
sise the problem of conflicting world views in integrated knowledge pro-
duction, the constraining effect of context conditions on carrying out 
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experiments and the need for learning in niche developments to be com-
plemented by top-down policy changes if experiments are to lead to system 
changes. 
Bas van Vliet uses the concept of reflexive governance to evaluate two 
cases in which new sanitation systems were tested for implementation in the 
Netherlands. He finds that differences in outcomes can be related to the 
inclusion of social and infrastructural aspects in knowledge production, 
the extension of experimentation to include social arrangements, the adop-
tion of a broad socio-technical systems perspective in anticipation, the 
development of goals by users and providers and the Organisation of strat-
egy development as an interactive process. 
Philipp Spaeth, Harald Rohracher, Matthias Weber and Ines Oehme 
undertake the evaluation, from a reflexive governance perspective, of a 
project in Austria supporting socio-technical change in materials produc-
tion. Basing their analysis on a detailed description of the process derived 
from a participatory scenario building with stakeholders involved in diverse 
R&D projects, they identify important prerequisites and pitfalls of reflexive 
governance in application. These flndings highlight the nature of moti-
vational and institutional constraints on stakeholders engaging in partici-
patory governance, the need for coordination and adequate framework 
conditions in carrying out experiments and the need for institutional 
backing for initiators and moderators of reflexive governance processes. 
Franziska Wolff scrutinises global policies for agrobiodiversity in terms 
of reflexive governance. She identifies various instances of reflexive strate-
gies in institutional arrangements such as the 'ecosystems approach' under 
the Convention of Biological Diversity, participatory breeding, farmers' 
rights in the International Seed Treaty, farmers' fleld schools, and so on. As 
a general assessment, however, she concludes that many provisions for 
reflexive governance lack implementation and have limited effect, which she 
explains results from conflicting beliefs and adverse constellations of inter-
est and power. Wolff identifies inherent flaws of participatory governance 
and stresses the need to consider conflict regulation rather than problem-
handling as lessons for reflexive governance. 
In the concluding chapter, Jan-Peter Voß, Rene Kemp and Dierk 
Bauknecht undertake a reassessment of the concept of reflexive governance 
in the light of the findings and discussion throughout the chapters of the 
book. They provide a discussion of critical points that have been raised with 
respect to the concept as formulated in the introduction and revise the 
concept accordingly. Four issues are addressed in depth: (1) The relationship 
between reflexive modernisation, reflexive governance and sustainable 
development is worked out more precisely: sustainable development is 
posited as a chiffre by which reflexive modernisation is politically negotiated. 
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(2) The concept of reflexive governance is extended by a differentiation of 
governance levels: shifting boundaries of governance systems and multi-
level interaction. (3) Criteria for evaluating reflexive governance are intro-
duced: process-based criteria to monitor the symmetry of interaction. 
Finally, (4) the focus of reflexive governance on exploration and opening up 
with respect to complexity, ambiguous goals and multiple options is criti-
cally, but constructively, taken up in a typology of different ways to combine 
it with procedures for exploitation and closing down: balancing reflexive 
appraisal with action-oriented reduction of complexity. 
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